
WORD FORMATION (1) 

 

 
Change the word in brackets to complete the sentences. 

 
1.- My mother has a lot of __________ to. (SHOP) 
2.- What’s the correct ___________ of this word? (PRONOUNCE) 

3.- We have an _________ to a party tomorrow evening.   
     (INVITE) 
4.- That _________ is by Van Gogh. (PAINT) 
5.- __________ is my uncle’s favourite hobby.  
     (PHOTOGRAPH) 
6.- The coach made a late __________. (DEPART) 
7.- There isn’t much _________ for young people in this  
      town.  (ENTERTAIN) 

8.- Did they give any _________ for their behaviour? (EXPLAIN) 
9.- The students had a _________ in English today. (DICTATE) 
10.- My daughter entered the painting __________ and won the first  
       prize. (COMPETE) 
11.- Do you remember your first _________ with your husband?  
      (MEET) 
12.- Make sure that your essay has a clear _________.  
       (INTRODUCE) 
13.- Be __________ when you close the door. (CARE) 
14.- I must clean this __________ carpet. (DIRT) 
15.- Is dinner ready? Children are very ___________.  
       (HUNGER) 
16.- It’s ___________ to drive a car at night without any lights.  
       (DANGER) 
17.- It was very __________ this morning. (FOG) 

18.- What a ___________ present! (WONDER) 
19.- My father always feels ___________ after lunch.  
      (SLEEP) 
20.- My cousin has a large ____________ of coins. 
      (COLLECT) 
21.- On the day of the festival there was a lot of 
       ___________ in the streets. (ACTIVE) 
22.- The students have to do this ____________ for 

                                 their class on Tuesday. (TRANSLATE)  
23.- Ferrán Adria gave us a cookery ____________. (DEMONSTRATE) 
24.- Scientists are working on a new ___________ for cancer.  
       (TREAT) 
25.- My students had to write a ___________ about their  
       winter holidays for the following day. (COMPOSE) 
26.- The price of the holiday includes flight and ___________  
        (ACCOMMODATE) 
27.- Her ____________ had kept her in bed for a week.  
       (ILL) 
28.- Did they have any ___________ on them when the police stopped  
       them on the border? (IDENTIFY)  
29.- I live in the __________ part of Spain. (NORTH) 



ANSWER KEY 
 
1.- shopping 
2.- pronunciation 
3.- invitation 
4.- painting 
5.- photography 
6.- departure 
7.- entertainment 
8.- explanation 
9.- dictation 
10.- competition 
11.- meeting 
12.- introduction 
13.- careful 
14.- dirty 
15.- hungry 
16.- dangerous 
17.- foggy 
18.- wonderful 
19.- sleepy 
20.- collection 
21.- activity 
22.- translation 
23.- demonstration 
24.- treatment 
25.- composition 
26.- accommodation 
27.- illness 
28.- identification 
29.- northern 


